
Customized Service
for High-Precision Components

HwaGuo Industrial Fasteners Co., Ltd. specializes in spring steel 
fasteners, retaining rings for holes and shafts, springs, tooth washers, 
U-nuts, speed nuts and E-rings, etc. In addition to 20% of its prod-
ucts supplied to domestic traders and hardware distributors, most of 
its products are shipped to buyers and customers in Europe, America, 
Southeast Asia, and the Middle East. Since its establishment in 
1977, its global sales footprint has expanded to cover more than 80 
countries around the world. Under the leadership of Chairman D. S. 
Wang, HwaGuo has accumulated rich experiences and good reputa-
tion in the global aviation, construction, automobile, furniture, medi-
cal, electronic products, and energy industries for its excellent quality 
of products and perfect service.

Fast Delivery and Sufficient JIS and DIN 
Standards Compliant Products in Stock

HwaGuo is headquartered in Wugu District of New Taipei City. 
Its factory spanning the area of over 1,000 sqm not only provides 
a comfortable workplace for employees, but also introduces com-
plete and advanced manufacturing, quality management and testing 
equipment (including projectors, hardness testers, automatic optical 
inspection machines, sorting machines, and high-speed precision 
punches, etc.) to help improve product quality and delivery efficiency.

In response to the common demand for JIS and DIN 
standards compliant products from industrial customers, 
HwaGuo also has sufficient products in stock for immediate 
supply. If customers have special size or specification re-
quirements, the professional technical and sales teams have 
enough experiences and abilities to provide fully custom-
ized service as well. It can also provide surface treatments 
of finished products that meet the needs of customers such 
as environmentally friendly & RoHS compliant platings or 
coatings in various colors.

According to HwaGuo, “Whether it is spring steel, 
stainless steel, copper, nylon, plastic and other materials, 
or surface treatments like electroplating, coatings, or any 
others required by car manufacturers, or even requirements 
for small packages, barcodes, and labels, we all welcome 
customers to discuss and develop designs with us together. 
If necessary, we can also provide special documents such 
as IMDS (International Material Data System) or PPAP III 
(Production Part Approval Process). We’ve always followed 
the strategy of high-precision and customization. Therefore, 
we can demonstrate a high degree of competitiveness in the 
global market. In the future, we also look forward to con-
tinuously adhering to our mission statement of good quality, 
preferential prices, and fast delivery, in order to create ben-
efits mutually shared with customers.”

by Gang Hao Chang, Vice Editor-in-Chief of Fastener World

華國五金

高精密零件

客製化服務

Contact: Ms. Mei Hua Chen
Email: sales@hwaguo.com, hwaguo@gmail.com
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